January 19, 2022
AMENDMENT FOUR (4)

RFP-004-C-2022 (P)- Purchase and Installation of a Public Address,
Intercom and Bell System for the Juanita Gardine, Central High School
and the Educational Complex, St. Croix, USVI
INSERT: Questions and Answers
Question: Site Visit: Will there be an opportunity for bidder to conduct a
brief on site visit of each proposed school location? The onsite visit
opportunity will allow bidder to obtain better and detailed, specific
requirements as it pertains to the scope of work and project objective.
Answer: Once scheduled with DPP for the walkthrough we will make
ourselves available.
Question: In the event that bidder proposes PA system is an IP Base System
solution, will contractor be allowed to integrate into the DOE’s existing
LAN network at the schools? All installation will be separate from what is
presently installed?
Answer: Yes, you can integrate into our LAN network as long as our
security rules are followed to the T.
Question: In the event that bidder proposes a wireless PA system, is there
any frequency band requirement preference or restrictions?
Answer: No wireless solution is requested for this installation.
Question: Can the DOE confirm or clarify in explicit terms what existing
related materials, equipment, or software that the DOE currently possesses
that will be permitted to be used in the process of this system? For example:
Existing Cat 5 or elevated cable or IP PBX telephone system?

Answer: Mitel MiVoice 3300 and IP phone, SIP IP Horns indoor, and
Algo External Outdoor Speakers, Mitel 5324 and similar. CAT6
standard cable as per NEC standards.
Question: What type or model IP phone system is currently being utilized at
the schools?
Answer: Yes, the budget for both projects are FEMA approved through the
Public Assistance and Hazard Mitigation programs.
Question: If existing structure is deemed not code compliant, does the source
of funding allow for an expansion of the scope to include full replacement?
Answer: Analog systems which are being replaced except Charlotte
Amalie which is using the Mitel MiVoice paging system.
Question: Does this PA system require multiple paging access points or a
single control paging position?
Answer: Will require multiple zones but for initial setup only one zone
is needed.
Question: Do you want correctional clocks installed in each classroom and
office?
Answer: Correctional Clocks in each classroom is needed.
Question: Also do you need Strobe light installed in each classroom and
office?
Answer: Strobe lights are for corridors by sectors for emergency alerts.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.
A copy of this amendment must be returned with your bid.

